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Abstract
Rare-earth ions are promising solid state systems to build light-matter interfaces at
the quantum level. This relies on their potential to show narrow optical homogeneous
linewidths or, equivalently, long-lived optical quantum states. In this letter, we report on
europium molecular crystals that exhibit linewidths in the 10s of kHz range, orders of magnitude narrower than other molecular centers. We harness this property to demonstrate efficient optical spin initialization, coherent storage of light using an atomic frequency comb,
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and optical control of ion-ion interactions towards implementation of quantum gates. These
results illustrate the utility of rare-earth molecular crystals as a new platform for photonic
quantum technologies that combines highly coherent emitters with the unmatched versatility in composition, structure, and integration capability of molecular materials.

Rare-earth ion (REI)-doped materials are promising systems for optical quantum technologies. At cryogenic temperatures, REIs doped into high quality bulk single crystals, such as
Y2 SiO5 , show exceptionally narrow optical homogeneous linewidths, equivalent to long-lived
quantum coherence lifetime (T2 ) and suitable for building quantum light-matter interfaces [1].
Moreover, REI can present optically addressable electron and/or nuclear spin degrees of freedom that can be leveraged to efficiently store and process quantum information [2, 3]. These
unique properties in the solid state have been used to demonstrate quantum memories for light
[4], light-matter teleportation [5], and frequency and time-multiplexed storage [6]. REI-doped
crystals are also actively investigated for optical to microwave conversion [7] and quantum
processing [8]. Besides experiments on high-quality bulk single crystals, strong efforts have
recently been launched towards combining REIs with nanophotonic structures [9]. This has enabled single REI detection and control [10], fast spontaneous emission modulation [11], lifetime
limited single-photon emission [12], and on-chip optical storage [13]. Further developments of
these exciting topics is, however, impeded by the difficulty to nano-fabricate crystalline host
materials that preserve REIs quantum properties for integration into high-quality nanophotonic
devices. Molecular chemistry is very attractive in this respect because it offers unmatched
flexibility in terms of material composition, fine structural tuning, and integration into photonic
structures, as demonstrated by numerous results obtained with single organic molecules embedded in crystalline host lattices [14]. However, most organic molecules studied to date lack a spin
degree of freedom. Recently, optically addressable molecular spins were demonstrated [15,16],
although with limited optical coherence, hindering their use as coherent spin-photon interfaces.
Here, we introduce REI molecular crystals containing trivalent europium that exhibit optical
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homogeneous linewidths between 5 and 30 kHz, 3 to 4 orders of magnitude narrower than any
molecular system [14, 16, 17]. This allows us to efficiently exploit the Eu3+ nuclear spin degree of freedom by demonstrating > 95% spin initialization into a single level, and coherent
optical storage using atomic frequency combs. We also harness Eu3+ narrow optical linewidth
to demonstrate ion-ion interactions, which are the basis for high-bandwidth two-qubit quantum
gates [8].
The molecular crystal is composed of a mononuclear Eu3+ complex [Eu(BA)4 ](pip), where
BA and pip stand for benzoylacetonate and piperidin-1-ium, respectively (Fig. 1A) [18]. For
clarity, it is referred to as Eu3+ complex hereafter. The complex crystallized in P21 /n space
group, belonging to the monoclinic crystal system, with crystal lattice composed of anionic
[Eu(BA)4 ]− and cationic piperidin-1-ium units as shown in the supplementary information. The
all-oxygen coordination environment around the Eu3+ center is best described as a biaugmented
trigonal prism with the help of a continuous shape measure calculation (CShM) [19]. The
point group symmetry around the Eu3+ center is assigned to C2v , as inferred from the CShM
calculation and luminescence spectrum depicted in Fig. 1B. All experiments discussed in the
following were performed on crystalline powders with grain sizes of at least 50 nm. The Eu3+
complex showed high physical and chemical stabilities over time. Repeated cooling cycles had
no noticeable effects on optical properties, and no photo-degradation was observed neither at
low temperature nor under high laser intensity.
Fig. 1B shows the emission spectrum of the Eu3+ complex where the characteristic lines of
trivalent europium are observed [19]. We focused on the 7 F0 →5 D0 transition at 580.3778 nm
(vacuum) since this transition is associated with narrow linewidths in crystals like Y2 SiO5 [20].
Moreover, it enables optical control of ground state nuclear spins, an important feature for
applications in quantum technologies. Transmission experiments revealed a 7 F0 →5 D0 inhomogeneous linewidth (Γinh ) of 6.6 GHz, corresponding to 0.007 nm (Fig. 1C). This low value,
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Figure 1: Material and low temperature optical spectroscopy. A. X-ray crystal structure of
the Eu3+ complex. The counter cation is omitted for clarity. Color code: grey, carbon; white,
hydrogen; pink, europium; red, oxygen. B. Eu3+ photo-luminescence (PL) spectrum showing
characteristic 5 D0 →7 FJ (J = 0 − 4) transitions (see inset). All following results were obtained
on the 7 F0 →5 D0 transition (in red). C. 7 F0 →5 D0 absorption line recorded on a 500 µm
thick powder sample. Center wavelength: 580.3778 nm (vacuum). D. 5 D0 →7 FJ (J = 1 − 4)
fluorescence decay. Red line: Single exponential fit to data giving a 5 D0 population lifetime of
T1,opt = 540 µs.
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together with a Lorentzian absorption profile, is typical of high crystalline quality samples with
low disorder, and comparable to values obtained in crystals like Eu3+ :Y2 O3 [9]. Strong absorption was observed in a 500 µm thick powder as a result of the stoichiometric composition of
the molecular crystal and light scattering inside the powder. Fluorescence decay experiments
led to a lifetime value T1,opt of 540 µs for the 5 D0 level (Fig. 1D). This sets a limit of only
1/2πT1,opt = 295 Hz on the optical homogeneous linewidth (Γh ).
The photon echo (PE) technique, similar to Hahn’s spin echo, enables accurate assessment
of narrow homogeneous linewidths [1, 21]. Due to its high sensitivity, it can be applied to powders [22], allowing us to measure the optical coherence lifetime, or quantum state lifetime T2 ,
of the 5 D0 ↔7 F0 transition in the Eu3+ complex (Fig. 2A). Γh = 1/πT2 was found equal to 30.2
± 0.2 kHz, remarkably lower than values reported for single molecules [14], transition metal
ions [23], and a previously reported Eu3+ complex [16], all in the 10s of MHz range. The Eu3+
linewidth in the complex is indeed comparable to those measured in some bulk crystals, such as
EuP5 O14 [24], and in Eu3+ :Y2 O3 nanoparticles [9]. We further explored line broadening using
stimulated photon echoes (or 3-pulse PE) which allows measuring Γh over the time scale of
the excited state population lifetime T1,opt . We observed an increase in homogeneous linewidth
with increasing waiting time τW (Fig. 2B) until about 1 ms where Γh plateaued at a value of
≈ 105 kHz. The Γh evolution has an s-shape, as already observed in other REI-doped crystals,
and was modelled using a sudden-jump spectral diffusion (SD) model, which could indicate
interactions with defects or impurities carrying electron spins [25]. The limited line broadening
over 100s of µs in the Eu3+ complex is favorable for spectrally resolved repetitive single ion
addressing. Furthermore, lifetime shortening by Purcell enhancement in an optical micro-cavity
by a factor of ≈ 100, would enable generation of indistinguishable single photons [11, 26].
Insights into dephasing mechanisms occurring in the complex were also obtained from the
evolution of Γh with temperature T , measured by 2-pulse PE and spectral hole burning (SHB)
5

Figure 2: Ultra-narrow optical homogeneous linewidths. A. 2-pulse photon echo (PE, pulse
sequence shown in inset) decay for the 7 F0 →5 D0 transition. Red line: exponential fit to data
giving T2 = 10.5 ± 0.2 µs or Γh = 1/πT2 = 30.2 ± 0.2 kHz. B. Γh as a function of waiting
time (τW ) measured by 3-pulse PE. Red line: fit using a spectral diffusion model yielding a
flip rate R = 2.9 ± 0.8 kHz and a width ΓSD = 154 ± 16 kHz. C. Temperature dependence
of Γh measured by 2-pulse PE (blue dots) and spectral hole burning (black dots). Red line:
fit to a model including contributions from two-level systems (TLS) and quasi-localized low
frequency modes (LFMs). Inset: Zoom on lower temperature range. D. PE decays from Y3+ diluted complexes showing T2 increase with decreasing Eu3+ concentration. Red line: single
(non diluted crystal) and bi- (diluted crystals) exponential decay fits to data. Inset: 1/e echo
amplitude decay time T2 (black dots) and long T2 component from bi-exponential fits (blue
dots) as a function of Eu3+ concentration.
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(Fig. 2C). Two regimes were identified: for temperatures below 3.5 K, dephasing is dominated
by coupling to two-level systems (TLS) and Γh increases linearly with T (Fig. 2C inset) [27];
above 3.5 K, the exponential increase of Γh is attributed to quasi-localized low frequency modes
(LFMs) [28]. Data were modeled using the expression Γh (T ) = Γ0 + ΓTLS + ΓLFM , where
ΓTLS = αTLS T and ΓLF M ≈ αLFM exp(−∆ELFM /kB T ), with kB the Boltzmann constant.
The best fit gave a TLS rate αTLS = 15 ± 5 kHz K−1 , as observed in some REI-doped crystals [27], and LFM transition energy ∆ELFM = 580 GHz (19 cm−1 ), in the range reported
for single molecules [28]. The homogeneous linewidth extrapolated to 0 K (Γ0 ) is estimated
at 8 ± 4 kHz. This remaining dephasing could be due to Eu3+ -Eu3+ interactions [20], as the
crystal has a high Eu3+ concentration, CEu = 9.6 × 1020 ions cm−3 . To investigate this effect,
an optically inactive REI, Y3+ , was introduced in the crystal to reduce CEu . Fig. 2D shows
2-pulse PE decays in a series of diluted crystals. The non-exponential decays suggest distinct
populations or environments for the Eu3+ ions in these complexes. Increasing coherence lifetimes with decreasing CEu are observed, especially for the long decay components (Fig. 2 D,
inset), confirming a contribution of Eu3+ -Eu3+ interactions to dephasing. At the highest dilution investigated here (95% that is 5% Eu3+ content), we found a 1/e decay time T2 = 25
µs, that is Γh = 12.7 kHz. Remarkably, in this sample, photon echoes could be detected even
after evolution times of 300 µs, corresponding to a long decay component of T2 = 68 ± 4 µs
(Γh = 4.6±0.2 kHz) (Fig. 2D inset). This suggests that synthesis could be optimized to provide
a nearly noise-free environment to all Eu3+ ions in diluted samples.
Narrow optical linewidths are key to efficiently address REI spins, which enabled detailed
investigations of Eu3+ nuclear spin states in the complex.
First, the nuclear spin structure was determined for the 5 D0 ground state and 7 F0 excited
states by SHB in a complex isotopically enriched in 151 Eu3+ . At zero magnetic field, it consists
of three doubly-degenerate levels split by quadrupolar interaction [20], giving rise to a complex
7
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Figure 3: Optically addressable nuclear spins. A. Spectral hole burning experimental spectrum of the 151 Eu3+ complex (blue) compared to simulation (red). B. Left - 151 Eu3+ ground and
excited state nuclear spin splittings. Right - Scheme of spin initialisation by two-color optical
pumping. C. Hole decay as a function of delay between burn and readout pulses (see Methods
in SI). Red line: double exponential fit yielding spin relaxation times T1,spin of 430 ± 100 ms
and 5.0 ± 0.5 min. D. Initialisation to a single spin level by two-color optical pumping over a
bandwidth of 3 MHz. Applying the pumping scheme shown in B (right), population is transferred from | ± 3/2g > and | ± 5/2g > levels (deep holes at ν1 and ν2 ), to | ± 1/2g > (increased
absorption, or anti-hole, at ν3 ). Center wavelength 580.3778 nm, T = 1.45 K.
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SHB spectrum after optical pumping. Thanks to the narrow optical linewidth, well-resolved
spectral features could be recorded and analyzed (Fig. 3A). This allowed us to assign ground
and excited state splitting energies (Fig. 3B-Left), and transition branching ratios between nuclear spin levels. The same study was done in a natural abundance sample, from which, splitting
energies and transition branching ratios were determined for the 153 Eu3+ isotope. Importantly,
the obtained branching ratios show the existence of efficient three-level lambda systems for both
isotopes in the Eu3+ complex, an important requirement for all-optical spin control [29].
We then probed the dynamics of ground state spin populations by monitoring the spectral
hole depth as a function of time delay between burn and readout pulses (Fig. 3C). Two distinct
decay components can be observed with relaxation times estimated at 430±100 ms and 5.0±0.5
min. This shows that nuclear spin levels can be used as shelving states for at least 100s of ms.
Such long times enable efficient optical manipulation of the spin population. As an example,
we initialised ions into one nuclear spin level using two-color laser pulses at frequencies ν1 and
ν2 . This simultaneously depletes the | ± 5/2g > and | ± 3/2g > ground state spin levels and
transfers population into the | ± 1/2g > (Fig. 3B-Right. As displayed in Fig. 3D, nearly full
transparency could be induced at ν1 and ν2 , which translates to > 95% spin population into a
single level. This also proves that efficient spectral tailoring is possible in the Eu3+ complex, an
essential feature for many quantum memory and processing protocols based on REIs [4, 8].
We next used the narrow optical linewidths of Eu3+ molecular crystals to demonstrate coherent optical storage and controlled ion-ion interactions. In the first case, we used the atomic
frequency comb (AFC) protocol [4] to store a light pulse in the molecular crystal.
This protocol enables very low output noise and multiplexed storage, important assets for
long distance quantum communications. We first made use of the efficient optical pumping
achieved in the Eu3+ complex to create an AFC spanning a 6 MHz range, with three 0.9 MHz
wide teeth separated by 1.75 MHz (Fig. 4A). A storage experiment was then performed with
9

a 0.15 µs long input pulse overlapping the AFC structure. As shown in Fig. 4B, the output
pulse is observed at a delay ts = 0.57 µs after the partially transmitted input pulse, in perfect
agreement with the teeth spacing since 1/ts = 1.75 MHz [4]. By varying the teeth spacing
and adapting the input pulse length to keep an identical spectral overlap with the comb, output
pulses were observed up to about 1 µs storage time, clearly confirming the AFC process (Fig.
4B inset). Storage efficiency, defined as the ratio between input and output pulses intensities,
was 0.86% for a storage time ts = 0.57 µs, in agreement with theory. This efficiency could
be boosted up to 100% in an optical cavity [30]. This could be achieved by crystallizing the
Eu3+ complex directly on a cavity mirror. Storage times up to several 10s of µs could also be
obtained by creating narrower teeth [4] with a suitable laser, given the narrow homogeneous
linewidths and limited spectral diffusion in the Eu3+ complex.
We finally investigated controlled interactions between Eu3+ ions. The scheme we used is
based on the difference in permanent electric dipole moments between Eu3+ ground (7 F0 ) and
excited (5 D0 ) states [31]. This difference occurs when Eu3+ ions sit in a low symmetry site,
which is the case in our molecular crystal (C2v site symmetry). When a control ion is excited,
the electric field it produces changes, causing a shift in transition frequency for a nearby target
Eu3+ ion through the linear Stark effect. This mechanism is the basis for 2-qubit gates and qubit
readout in some REI-based quantum computing proposals [8]. However, to be useful, ion-ion
interactions must be significantly larger than the optical homogeneous linewidth, a condition
well matched by our highly-concentrated Eu3+ complex with 10 kHz linewidth.
Target and control ions were chosen at different frequencies within the absorption line (Fig.
1C) to allow for independent excitation and monitoring. Because of the distribution of distances
and orientations and therefore interaction strengths between Eu3+ ions, the excitation of control
ions results in an additional line broadening Γc for target ions [32]. Γc can be conveniently
measured by monitoring the amplitude of a photon echo produced by target ions while an extra
10

pulse excites the control ions.
We first investigated the effect of changing the evolution time (tevol ) between control pulse
and echo, as shown in Fig. 4C. In this case, the echo amplitude varies as exp(−πΓc tevol ) [32].
A fit to the experimental data yields Γc = 14.5 kHz, in qualitative agreement with expected
Eu3+ −Eu3+ electric dipole interactions and previous experiments in non-molecular REI-doped
crystals [32]. It also provides an upper bound to the ion-ion interaction contribution in the
measurements of Γh by 2-pulse photon echoes. We further confirmed this analysis by varying
the control pulse intensity Ic . In the weak excitation regime, Γc is proportional to the fraction
of excited control ions (p), with p ∝ Ic . We indeed observed the predicted exponential decay
of the echo amplitude with increasing p, as displayed in Fig. 4D. Finally, the control pulse
frequency was varied over several 10s of MHz with fixed tevol and p. No significant change
in echo amplitude was observed, ruling out direct light-induced frequency shift of target ions,
the so called AC Stark shift (Fig. 4E) [13]. We therefore conclude that qubit gate and readout
schemes based on electric dipole-dipole interactions could be implemented in the molecular
crystal. Because of the high Eu3+ concentration and narrow linewidth, we estimate that one
ion could control thousands of target ions, a useful property for scaling up REI-based quantum
processors [8].
The Eu3+ complex investigated in this study is a very promising platform for optical quantum technologies as a robust system with narrow linewidth and long-lived optically addressable
spins. Furthermore, significant decrease in optical homogeneous linewidth could be obtained
by lowering temperature, tuning the REI concentration, and optimizing synthesis to decrease
residual defects or impurities. In such compounds, interactions with host nuclear spins like
1

H or
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C could become the dominant dephasing mechanisms, which can be reduced using

specific isotopes with lower or zero magnetic moments [33]. This could also be useful to obtain spin states with long coherence lifetimes, a property that remains to be measured in our
11
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Figure 4: Coherent light storage and optically controlled ion-ion interactions. A. Atomic
frequency comb (AFC) created by optical pumping within the inhomogeneously broadened
7
F0 →5 D0 line. The 0.9 MHz wide teeth are separated by 1.75 MHz and span 6 MHz. Blue
line: Input pulse spectrum. Center wavelength 580.373 nm.B. Coherent storage of a 0.15 µs
long input pulse (blue line) using the AFC structure in A. The output pulse appears at 0.57µs
(solid red line, intensity × 3) with a storage efficiency of 0.86% (see text). Part of the input
pulse is directly transmitted and not stored (dashed line at 0 µs). Inset: variable storage times
ts obtained by changing AFC teeth frequency separation ∆. Input pulse lengths were adapted
to keep identical spectral overlap with AFCs. C,D,E. Photon echo amplitude of target ions
(at frequency νa ) as a function of: (C) evolution time tevol after excitation of control ions (at
νb = νa − 20 MHz). Red line: exponential fit to data giving a broadening of the target ions
linewidth by the control ions of Γc = 14.5 kHz (see text); (D) control ions excitation probability
(normalized to the maximum value reached experimentally). Red line: exponential fit; (E)
control pulse detuning. All experiments were performed at 1.45 K.
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samples. The huge possibility in molecular design also opens the way to accurate engineering
of the ligand field acting on europium and more generally other REIs of interest for quantum
technologies, such as Er3+ or Yb3+ . This would allow one to optimize transition strengths and
frequencies for optimal coupling to light, tune electronic and spin level structures, and coupling
to molecular vibrations for long coherence lifetimes. Complexes containing several REIs at
close distance can also be synthesized which would enable high-density optically addressable
qubit architectures, as shown with REI magnetic molecules in the microwave range [34]. Developments towards applications in quantum technologies could greatly benefit from integration
of molecular crystals into nanophotonic structures. For example, high-quality and small mode
volume optical cavities can dramatically enhance coupling of REI with light, enabling efficient
emission from nominally weak transitions [10, 11, 35]. This would be facilitated by the broad
range of synthesis, functionalization and deposition methods that are available for molecular
complexes [14, 33], as well as the scalable production of large amounts of identical molecules.
REI molecular crystals could therefore emerge as a highly versatile platform for highly coherent
light-matter-spin quantum interfaces for developing applications in quantum communications
and processing and fundamental studies in quantum optics.
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